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Using SmartList to Find Out Who, What, and When 
 

The tip this month was inspired by a recent support session I spent with a customer.  
 
I am surprised that I still find people that say they “don’t really use SmartList”. Those of you that I have had the chance to 
work with know that I love SmartList. For those of you who are not familiar with SmartList, here is a bit of an overview 
(from the Help Menu inside of GP) about SmartList 
 

1. Open SmartList. (Click Icon in Standard Toolbar or Microsoft Dynamics GP>>SmartList 
2. Open Financial Transactions: 

a. GP2015, GP2013,GP2010 and GP 10: Financial>>Account Transactions 
b. GP Version 9: Account Transactions 

3. Click “Columns” and add the following columns: 
a. To answer ‘Who”: User Who Posted 
b. To answer “What”: Originating Master ID, Originating Master Name, and Originating Document Number 
c. To answer “When”: Originating Posting Date 

 

 
 

Here is an example of what you will see in Excel (to export, just hit the Excel button). What you can see is that there were 
transactions that were posted in the Purchasing Series that were posted on February 4, 2018 that affected the GL on April 
21, 2017. Now, this is the sample company; but imagine if this was your company. If someone posted transactions for a past 
closed period, you would now know when they posted the transaction in the subledger and the user that posted the GL 
batch that was created (or if your posting is set to “Post Through” this would show the user that posted in the subledger as 
the posting would have automatically posted the batch in the GL). 
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We recommend that you use the Fiscal Periods Setup window to control the open periods. The above is an example of ways 
you can use SmartList to research when something out of the ordinary happens. 
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